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1How to use this documentation
General Information

1 General Information
1.1 How to use this documentation

The documentation is part of the product and contains important information. The
documentation is for everyone who works with this product.

The documentation must be accessible and legible. Make sure that persons responsible
for the system and its operation, as well as persons who work independently with the
software and the connected devices from SEW-EURODRIVE, have read through the
documentation carefully and understood it. If you are unclear about any of the informa-
tion in this documentation, or if you require further information, contact SEW-
EURODRIVE.

1.2 Structure of the safety notes
1.2.1 Meaning of signal words

The following table shows the grading and meaning of the signal words for safety notes,
warnings regarding potential risks of damage to property, and other notes.

1.2.2 Structure of the section-related safety notes
Section-related safety notes do not apply to a specific action, but to several actions per-
taining to one subject. The used symbols indicate either a general or a specific hazard.

This is the formal structure of a section-related safety note:

1.2.3 Structure of the embedded safety notes
Embedded safety notes are directly integrated in the instructions just before the descrip-
tion of the dangerous action.

This is the formal structure of an embedded safety note:

•  SIGNAL WORD Nature and source of danger.
Possible consequence(s) if disregarded.

– Measure(s) to avoid the danger.

Signal word Meaning Consequences if disregarded
DANGER Imminent danger Severe or fatal injuries

WARNING Possible dangerous situation Severe or fatal injuries

CAUTION Possible dangerous situation Minor injuries

IMPORTANT Possible damage to property Damage to the drive system or its 
environment

NOTE Useful information or tip: 
Simplifies handling of the drive 
system.

SIGNAL WORD
Nature and source of danger.

Possible consequence(s) if disregarded.
• Measure(s) to avoid the danger.
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1 Right to claim under warranty
General Information

1.3 Right to claim under warranty
A requirement of fault-free operation and fulfillment of any rights to claim under limited
warranty is that you adhere to the information in the documentation at hand. Therefore,
read the documentation before you start working with the software and the connected
devices from SEW-EURODRIVE. 

Make sure that the documentation is available to persons responsible for the machinery
and its operation as well as to persons who work independently on the devices. Also
ensure that the documentation is legible.

1.4 Exclusion of liability
You must adhere to this documentation and the documentation of the connected de-
vices from SEW-EURODRIVE to ensure safe operation and to achieve the specified
product characteristics and performance features. 

SEW-EURODRIVE assumes no liability for injury to persons or damage to equipment or
property resulting from non-observance of the documentation. In such cases, any liabil-
ity for defects is excluded.

1.5 Copyright
© 2012 – SEW-EURODRIVE. All rights reserved.

Unauthorized duplication, modification, distribution or any other use of the whole or any
part of this documentation is strictly prohibited. 

1.6 Product names and trademarks
All brands and product names in this documentation are trademarks or registered trade-
marks of their respective titleholders.

1.7 Applicable documentation
The "applicable documentation" is listed in the documentation for the configuration soft-
ware "Application Configurator for CCU".
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2General information
Safety Notes

2 Safety Notes
2.1 General information

The following basic safety notes must be read carefully to prevent injury to persons and
damage to property. The operator must ensure that the basic safety notes are read and
adhered to. 

Ensure that persons responsible for the machinery and its operation as well as persons
who work independently have read through the documentation carefully and understood
it. If you are unclear about any of the information in this documentation or if you require
further information, please contact SEW-EURODRIVE.

The following safety notes refer to the use of the software. Also adhere to the supple-
mentary safety notes in this document and in the documentation of the connected
devices from SEW-EURODRIVE.

This document does not replace the detailed documentation of the connected devices.
This document assumes that the user has access to and is familiar with the documen-
tation for all connected devices from SEW-EURODRIVE.

Never install or start up damaged products. Submit a complaint to the shipping company
immediately in the event of damage.

During operation, the devices may have live, uninsulated, and sometimes moving or
rotating parts as well as hot surfaces depending on their degree of protection.

Removing covers without authorization, improper use as well as incorrect installation or
operation may result in severe injuries to persons or damage to property. Refer to the
documentation for additional information.

2.2 Target group
Any work with the software may only be performed by adequately qualified personnel.
Qualified personnel in this context are persons who have the following qualifications:

• Appropriate instruction.

• Knowledge of this documentation and other applicable documentation.

• SEW-EURODRIVE recommends additional product training for products that are op-
erated using this software.

Any mechanical work on connected units may only be performed by adequately quali-
fied personnel. Qualified staff in the context of this documentation are persons familiar
with the design, mechanical installation, troubleshooting and servicing of the product
who possess the following qualifications:

• Training in mechanical engineering, e.g. as a mechanic or mechatronics technician
(final examinations must have been passed).

• Knowledge of this documentation and other applicable documentation.
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2 Designated use
Safety Notes

Any electrical work on connected units may only be performed by adequately qualified
electricians. Qualified electricians in the context of this documentation are persons fa-
miliar with electrical installation, startup, troubleshooting and servicing of the product
who possess the following qualifications:

• Training in electrical engineering, e.g. as an electrician or mechatronics technician
(final examinations must have been passed).

• Knowledge of this documentation and other applicable documentation.

• Knowledge of the relevant safety regulations and laws.

• Knowledge of the other standards, guidelines, and laws mentioned in this documen-
tation.

The above mentioned persons must have the authorization expressly issued by the
company to operate, program, configure, label and ground units, systems and circuits in
accordance with the standards of safety technology.

All work in further areas of transportation, storage, operation and waste disposal must
only be carried out by persons who are trained appropriately.

2.3 Designated use
SEW-EURODRIVE offers various standardized control programs, so-called application
modules. 

The "Energy-Efficient Storage and Retrieval System" application module is a multi-axis
application for the energy-efficient operation of storage and retrieval systems (SRS). 

It runs on one of the following configurable application controllers (CCU) in a central lo-
cation:

• DHF41B

• DHR41B

You can use the unit-independent "Application Configurator" software to startup and
configure the axes for the application module and to download the complete configura-
tion to the controller.

2.4 Bus systems
A bus system makes it possible to adapt frequency inverters and/or motor starters to the
particulars of the machinery within wide limits. This results in the risk that a change of
parameters that is not visible from the outside can result in unexpected, though not un-
controlled, system behavior.
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3Field of application
System Description

3 System Description
3.1 Field of application

The "energy-efficient SRS" application module was developed to operate energy-effi-
cient high-bay warehouses. The application module allows for energy savings of up to
25% due to optimized travel cycles of vertical lifting drive and horizontal travel drive. A
simple interface allows for specifying the target positions and dynamic parameters for
the lifting and travel axes. Integrated functions for buffer travel and slack rope detection.

The IEC program controls up to 3 axes and can be used for the following devices:

• MOVIAXIS® (incl. MXR regenerative power supply unit)

• MOVIDRIVE®

3.1.1 Advantages of the application
The application offers the following advantages:

• Energy optimization of the travel cycle of travel unit and hoist

• The application module can be selected in the Application Configurator. It offers
guided startup and comprehensive diagnostics functions.

• It can be flexibly expanded with other application modules from the Application Con-
figurator (e.g. auxiliary axes for fork drive, centering, etc.).

• High recognition value with known IPOSplus®-based application modules, on which
the process data interface is based.

• The following functions are integrated:

– Velocity cam (buffer travel)

– Slack rope detection

P
i
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3 Characteristics of the operating modes
System Description

3.2 Characteristics of the operating modes
3.2.1 Single-axis mode
Positioning mode Characteristics of positioning mode:

• Positioning of an individual axis

• Software and hardware limit switch evaluation

Jog mode Characteristics of jog mode:

• Jogging of an individual axis

• Software and hardware limit switch evaluation

• Bridging the software limit switches in jog mode

• Deactivation of external encoder in jog mode (emergency mode)

Referencing mode Characteristics of referencing mode:

• Referencing of the encoder system

•  Automatic referencing to external encoder can be configured

3.2.2 Group mode
Characteristics of group mode:

• Group positioning: 

– Positioning of the axis group (travel unit and hoist)

– Simultaneous start of the axes, but different arrival time

• Energy-optimized group positioning with velocity cam

•  Group positioning with velocity cam
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3Operating principle of energy-efficient control
System Description

3.3 Operating principle of energy-efficient control
The "Energy-Efficient SRS" application module controls the travel and hoist axis in an
energy-efficient way. The following comparison of conventional control (without energy
optimization) and energy-efficient control illustrates the operating principle.

3.3.1 Conventional control
In a conventionally controlled SRS, the travel and hoist axes are started at the same
time.  When the travel unit only has to move to the next slot, but the hoist is to be lowered
by several slots, both axes are started at maximum acceleration until they reach their
maximum speed. But since the travel axis must only cover a short distance, it must be
stopped very soon again with maximum deceleration.

Accelerating the travel axis to its maximum velocity requires a great amount of energy.
The energy absorbed increases quadratically with the velocity.

When the hoist axis is lowered, potential energy is converted to heat in the breaking re-
sistor. The dissipated energy is proportional to the traveled distance.

3.3.2 Energy-optimized control
The application module coordinates the travel and hoist axes of an SRS in such a way
that the energy balance is as favorable as possible. The goal is to make the energy
which is generated when decelerating one axis available to the other axis that is cur-
rently accelerating. For this purpose, the velocity, starting time and brake application
time of the axes is adapted without extending the total time of the storage/retrieval pro-
cess.

The total time of a storage/retrieval process is defined by the axis with the longest travel
time (master axis). The travel time depends on the travel distance and the maximum
possible acceleration, deceleration and velocity of the respective axis. 

Due to a shorter distance or a higher velocity, the second axis requires less time for
completing the travel job.

It is a rare occurrence that both axes need the exactly same time for their travel job.
There is no room for optimization in this case.
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3 Operating principle of energy-efficient control
System Description

3.3.3 4 optimization cases

The Y axis uses energy (lifting motion) or generates energy (lowering motion), depend-
ing on the travel job.

The X axis first uses energy and then generates energy during deceleration for any
travel job.

Thus there are 4 possible optimization cases:

• Optimization case 1: The X-axis determines the time. The Y-axis is in lifting mode.

• Optimization case 2: The X-axis determines the time. The Y-axis is in lowering
mode.

• Optimization case 3: The Y-axis determines the time. It is in lifting mode.

• Optimization case 4: The Y-axis determines the time. It is in lowering mode.

Optimization case 
1

Initial situation The X-axis is the master axis because its travel time is longer than that of the Y-axis due
to a longer travel distance and the dynamic parameters. 

The Y-axis is in lifting mode.

Optimization pa-
rameters

The X-axis starts immediately and is operated with the maximum dynamic parameters
to achieve the required cycle time. The starting time of the Y axis is calculated so that
both axes arrive at their target at the same time.

Energy saving The energy generated by decelerating the X-axis is used for lifting the Y-axis.

3295672459

X-axis (master axis)
Y-axis (lifting mode)

V [m/s]

s [m]

t x > t y

x y
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3Operating principle of energy-efficient control
System Description

Optimization case 
2

Initial situation The X-axis is the master axis because its travel time is longer than that of the Y-axis due
to a longer travel distance and the dynamic parameters. The Y-axis is in lowering mode.

Optimization pa-
rameters

The X-axis starts immediately and is operated with the maximum dynamic parameters
to achieve the required cycle time.  The Y-axis also starts immediately – but travels at a
reduced velocity.

The velocity of the Y axis is calculated so that the Y axis is in lowering mode while the
X-axis is accelerating or traveling at constant speed.

Energy saving The energy generated by lowering the Y-axis is used for accelerating the X-axis and for
moving it at constant speed.

3297085579

X-axis (master axis)
Y-axis (lowering mode)
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3 Operating principle of energy-efficient control
System Description

Optimization case 
3

Initial situation The Y-axis is the master axis because its travel time is longer than that of the X-axis due
to a longer travel distance and the dynamic parameters.

The Y-axis is in lifting mode.

Optimization pa-
rameters

The Y-axis starts immediately and is operated with the maximum dynamic parameters
to achieve the required cycle time.  The X-axis also starts immediately – but travels at a
reduced velocity.

The velocity of the X-axis is calculated so that both axes arrive at their target at the same
time.

Energy saving As the velocity of the X-axis is reduced, this axis uses less energy. The energy gener-
ated by the X-axis is used for lifting the Y-axis.

3297095435

Y-axis (master axis, lifting mode)
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3Operating principle of energy-efficient control
System Description

Optimization case 
4

Initial situation The Y-axis is the master axis because its travel time is longer than that of the X-axis due
to a longer travel distance and the dynamic parameters.

The Y-axis is in lowering mode.

Optimization pa-
rameters

The Y-axis starts immediately and is operated with the maximum dynamic parameters
to achieve the required cycle time.  The X-axis also starts immediately – but travels at a
reduced velocity.

The velocity of the X-axis is calculated so that the X-axis completes its travel motion
when the Y-axis begins to decelerate.

Energy saving As the velocity of the X-axis is reduced, this axis uses less energy.  The energy gener-
ated by lowering the Y-axis is made available to the X-axis.

3297108363

Y-axis (master axis, lowering mode)

V [m/s]

s [m]
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3 Program identification
System Description

3.4 Program identification
You can use the MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio engineering software to identify the appli-
cation program last loaded into the CCU.

1. Mark the CCU in the network view and open the parameter tree.

2. Open the "Unit data" folder in the "Display values" parameter group [1].

The following illustration shows an example of a version specification for the installed
application program in group "Application" [2].

3345038731

[1]

[2]
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4Prerequisites
Configuration

4 Configuration
4.1 Prerequisites
4.1.1 PC and software

The application module is part of the configuration software "Application Configurator". 

For this reason, the system requirements of the Application Configurator apply. They are
listed in the documentation "Configuration Software Application Configurator for CCU".

4.1.2 Inverter
The following table shows the inverters you can use with an energy-efficient storage/re-
trieval system:

4.1.3 Configurable application controller (CCU)
CCU advanced (DHF41B or DHR41B)

• FW version V1054 or higher

• Technology level "T2" or higher

4.1.4 Correctly configured units 
Correct project planning and flawless installation of the units are the prerequisites for
successful startup and operation of the application modules with the Application Config-
urator.

For detailed project planning information, refer to the documentation of the respective
unit (see chapter "Other applicable documentation").

Unit Prerequisite

MOVIDRIVE® B FW version xxx.12 or higher

MOVIAXIS®, optional with MXR regenerative power 
supply

FW version xxx.24 or higher

INFORMATION
Note that it is not possible to use MOVIDRIVE® and MOVIAXIS® units together in one
application.
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4 Process data assignment
Configuration

4.2 Process data assignment
Depending on the number configured of axes, there are the two following process data
profiles:

• Simplified process data profile:
If only one travel axis and one hoist axis is used, you can use the simplified process
data profile.

• Advanced process data profile:
A soon as two synchronized travel or hoist axes are used, the advanced process
data applies automatically.

4.2.1 Simplified process data profile
In the simplified process data profile, 13 fieldbus input data words (fieldbus output data
words) are assigned. When using a MOVIAXIS® MXR supply and regenerative module,
this number increases to 14 fieldbus input data words (fieldbus output data words).

The following table lists the process data assignment of the simplified process data pro-
file: 

Process data assignment

Fieldbus input data (I) Fieldbus output data (O)

Application mod-
ule

I1  = Application module control word O1  = Application module status word

Travel unit I2  = Travel unit control word1)

1) Only active in single-axis mode, see following note

O2  = Travel axis status word

I3/4  = Travel unit setpoint position O3/4  = Travel axis actual position

I5  = Travel unit setpoint speed O5  = Travel axis actual speed

I6  = Travel unit acceleration O6  = Reserve

I7  = Travel unit deceleration O7  = Reserve

Hoist I8  = Hoist control word1) O8  = Hoist axis status word

I9/10  = Hoist setpoint position O9/10  = Hoist axis actual position

I11  = Hoist setpoint speed O11  = Hoist actual speed

I12  = Hoist acceleration O12  = Reserve

I13  = Hoist deceleration O13  = Reserve

Regeneration I14 = Regeneration control word2)

2) Only active if a regenerative supply unit (MXR) is parameterized

O14  = Regeneration status word2)

INFORMATION
Please note the special usage of axis control words I2 and I8. These two control words
are only active if the module is operated in single-axis mode. 

If group mode or energy-efficient group mode is set in I1, the two control words I2 and
I8 are without function.
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4Process data assignment
Configuration

Fieldbus input data

– Group positioning

– Energy-optimized group positioning with velocity cam

– Group positioning with velocity cam

Word Bit Function

I1 Application mod-
ule control word

0 /Controller 
inhibit1)

1) Only active in the following operating modes:

0 = Enable
1 = Controller inhibit

1 Enable/Rapid 
stop1)

0 = Rapid stop
1 = Enable

2 Enable/stop1) 0 = Stop
1 = Enable

3 Reserved

4 Reserved

5 Reserved

6 Error reset

7 Reserved

8 Start1)

9 Reserved

10 Reserved

11 Mode 20 000 = 0: Single-axis mode
001 = 1: Group positioning
010 = 2: Energy-optimized group positioning with 
velocity cam
011 = 3: Group positioning with velocity cam

12 Mode 21

13 Mode 22

14 Reserved

15 Reserved
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4 Process data assignment
Configuration

Word Bit Function

I21)

1) Only active in "single-axis mode"

Travel unit control 
word

0 /Controller inhibit 0 = Enable
1 = Controller inhibit

1 Enable/Rapid 
stop

0 = Rapid stop
1 = Enable

2 Enable/stop 0 = Stop
1 = Enable

3 Reserved

4 Reserved

5 Reserved

6 Error reset

7 Reserved

8 Start

9 Jog +

10 Jog -

11 Mode 20 000 = 0: Reserved
001 = 1: Jog mode
010 = 2: Referencing mode
011 = 3: Positioning mode

12 Mode 21

13 Reserved

14 Deactivation of external encoder (emergency mode)

15 Deactivation of software limit switches (SWLS)

Word Bit Function

I3/I4 Travel axis set-
point position

- e.g. [mm]

I5 Travel axis set-
point speed

- e.g. [mm/s]

I6 Travel axis accel-
eration

- e.g. [mm/s2]

I7 Travel axis decel-
eration 

- e.g. [mm/s2]

Word Bit Function

I8-I13 Hoist - The hoist assignment corresponds to the travel unit assignment (I2-I7)
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4Process data assignment
Configuration

Word Bit Function

I141) Regeneration 
control word

0 Reserved

1 Enable/Rapid 
stop

0 = Rapid stop
1 = Enable

2 Enable/stop 0 = Stop
1 = Enable

3 Reserved

4 Reserved

5 Reserved

6 Error reset

7

Reserved

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1) Only active if a regenerative supply unit (MXR) is parameterized
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4 Process data assignment
Configuration

Fieldbus output 
data

Word Bit Function

O1 Application mod-
ule status word

0 In motion Only active in the following operating modes:
– Group positioning
– Energy-optimized group positioning with 

velocity cam
– Group positioning with velocity cam

1 Reserved

2 Reserved

3 Target position reached

4 Reserved

5 Application error

6 Reserved

7 Reserved

8-15 Error codes of the application1)

1) For a detailed description, refer to the applicable documentation of the Application Configurator.

Word Bit Function

O2 Travel axis sta-
tus word

0 Motor is running

1 Frequency inverter ready for operation

2 Drive referenced

3 Target position reached

4 Brake released

5 Frequency inverter error

6 Reserved

7 Application error

8-15 Code for error/warning/status of the FI1)

1) For a detailed description, refer to the applicable documentation of the unit.
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4Process data assignment
Configuration

Word Bit Function

O3/O4 Travel axis actual 
position 

- e.g. [mm]

O5 Travel axis actual 
speed 

- e.g. [mm/s]

O6 Travel axis 
reserve 

- Reserved for future applications

O7 Travel axis 
reserve 

- Reserved for future applications

Word Bit Function

O8-
O13

Hoist - The hoist assignment corresponds to the travel unit assignment (O2-
O7)

Word Bit Function

O141)

1) Only active if a regenerative supply unit (MXR) is parameterized

Regeneration 
status word

0 Reserved

1 Ready

2 Ready for "power on"

3 Reserved

4 Output stage enabled

5 Error

6 Reserved

7 Reserved

8-15 Code for error/warning/status of the regeneration2)

2) For a detailed description, refer to the documentation of the unit.
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4 Process data assignment
Configuration

4.2.2 Advanced process data profile

In the advanced process data profile, 18 fieldbus input data words (fieldbus output data
words) are assigned. When using a MOVIAXIS® MXR supply and regenerative module,
this number increases to 19 fieldbus input data words (fieldbus output data words).

The following table lists the process data assignment of the advanced process data pro-
file: 

Process data assignment

Fieldbus input data (I) Fieldbus output data (O)

Applica-
tion mod-
ule

I1  = Application module control word O1  = Application module status word

I2  = Reserve O2  = Reserve

Travel 
unit

I3  = Travel unit axis selection1) O3  = Travel axis 1 status word

I4  = Reserve O4  = Travel axis 1 actual position
O5  = Travel axis 1 actual positionI5  = Travel unit control word1)

1) Only active in single-axis mode, see following note

I6  = Travel axis setpoint position
I7  = Travel axis setpoint position

O6  = Travel axis 1 actual speed

O7  = Travel axis 2 status word

I8  = Travel unit setpoint speed O8  = Travel axis 2 actual position

I9  = Travel unit acceleration O9  = Travel axis 2 actual position

I10  = Travel unit deceleration O10  = Travel axis 2 actual speed

Hoist I11  = Hoist axis selection1) O11  = Hoist axis 1 status word

I12  = Reserve O12  = Hoist axis 1 actual position
O13  = Hoist axis 1 actual positionI13  = Hoist control word1)

I14  = Hoist setpoint position
I15  = Hoist setpoint position

O14  = Hoist axis 1 actual speed

O15  = Hoist axis 2 status word

I16  = Hoist setpoint speed O16  = Hoist axis 2 actual position
O17  = Hoist axis 2 actual positionI17  = Hoist acceleration

I18  = Hoist deceleration O18  = Hoist axis 2 actual speed

Regener-
ation

I19 = Regeneration control word2)

2) Only active if MXR is used

O19  = Regeneration status word2)

INFORMATION
Please note the special usage of axis control words I3, I5, I11, I13. These control
words are only active if the module is operated in single-axis mode. 

If group mode or energy-efficient group mode is set in I1, these control words are with-
out function.
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4Process data assignment
Configuration

Fieldbus input data

– Group positioning

– Energy-optimized group positioning with velocity cam

– Group positioning with velocity cam

Word Bit Function

I1 Application mod-
ule control word

0 /Controller 
inhibit1)

1) Only active in the following operating modes:

0 = Enable
1 = Controller inhibit

1 Enable/Rapid 
stop1)

0 = Rapid stop
1 = Enable

2 Enable/stop1) 0 = Stop
1 = Enable

3 Reserved

4 Reserved

5 Reserved

6 Error reset

7 Reserved

8 Start1)

9 Reserved

10 Reserved

11 Mode 20 000 = 0: Single-axis mode
001 = 1: Group positioning
010 = 2: Energy-optimized group positioning 
with velocity cam
011 = 3: Group positioning with velocity cam

12 Mode 21

13 Mode 22

14 Reserved

15 Reserved

Word Bit Function

I2 Reserve - Reserved

I3 Travel unit axis 
selection

0 Axis 1

1 Axis 2

2

Reserved

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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Word Bit Function

I4 Reserve - Reserved

I51)

1) Only active in "single-axis mode"

Travel unit control 
word

0 /Controller inhibit 0 = Enable
1 = Controller inhibit

1 Enable/Rapid 
stop

0 = Rapid stop
1 = Enable

2 Enable/stop 0 = Stop
1 = Enable

3 Reserved

4 Reserved

5 Reserved

6 Error reset

7 Reserved

8 Start

9 Jog +

10 Jog -

11 Mode 20 000 = 0: Reserved
001 = 1: Jog mode
010 = 2: Referencing mode
011 = 3: Positioning mode

12 Mode 21

13 Reserved

14 Deactivation of external encoder (emergency mode)

15 Deactivation of software limit switches (SWLS)

Word Bit Function

I6/I7 Travel axis set-
point position 

- e.g. [mm]

I8 Travel axis set-
point speed 

- e.g. [mm/s]

I9 Travel axis accel-
eration 

- e.g. [mm/s2]

I10 Travel axis decel-
eration 

- e.g. [mm/s2]

Word Bit Function

I11-
I18

Hoist - The hoist assignment is analogous to the travel unit assignment (I3-
I10)
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Word Bit Function

I191) Regeneration 
control word

0 Reserved

1 Enable/Rapid 
stop

0 = Rapid stop
1 = Enable

2 Enable/stop 0 = Stop
1 = Enable

3 Reserved

4 Reserved

5 Reserved

6 Error reset

7

Reserved

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1) Only active if a regenerative supply unit (MXR) is parameterized
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Fieldbus output 
data

Word Bit Function

O1 Application mod-
ule status word

0 In motion Only active in the following operating modes:
– Group positioning
– Energy-optimized group positioning with 

velocity cam
– Group positioning with velocity cam

1 Reserved

2 Reserved

3 Target position reached

4 Reserved

5 Application error

6 Reserved

7 Reserved

8-15 Error codes of the application1)

1) For a detailed description, refer to the applicable documentation of the Application Configurator.

Word Bit Function

O2 Reserve - Reserved

O3 Travel axis 1 sta-
tus word

0 Motor is running

1 Frequency inverter ready for operation

2 Drive referenced

3 Target position reached

4 Brake released

5 Frequency inverter error

6 Reserved

7 Application error

8-15 Code for error/warning/status of the FI1)

1) For a detailed description, refer to the applicable documentation of the unit.
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Word Bit Function

O4/O5 Travel axis 1 
actual position 

- User-defined unit, e.g. [mm]

O6 Travel axis 1 
actual speed 

- User-defined unit, e.g. [mm/s]

O7 Travel axis 2 sta-
tus word

- The assignment for travel axis 2 is analogous to that of travel axis 1 
(O3)

O8/O9 Travel axis 2 
actual position 

- User-defined unit, e.g. [mm]

O10 Travel axis 2 
actual speed 

- User-defined unit, e.g. [mm/s]

Word Bit Function

O11-
O14

Hoist axis 1 sta-
tus word

- The assignment for hoist axis 1 is analogous to that of travel axis 1 
(O3-O6)

O15-
O18

Hoist axis 2 sta-
tus word

- The assignment for hoist axis 2 is analogous to that of hoist axis 1 
(O11-O14)

Word Bit Function

O191)

1) Only active if a regenerative supply unit (MXR) is parameterized

Regeneration 
status word

0 Reserved

1 Ready

2 Ready for "power on"

3 Reserved

4 Output stage enabled

5 Error

6 Reserved

7 Reserved

8-15 Code for error/warning/status of the regeneration2)

2) For a detailed description, refer to the documentation of the unit.
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5 Startup
5.1 Prerequisites

Check the installation of the inverters, the connection of the encoders, and the installa-
tion of the controller. 

For installation notes, refer to the documentation of the respective units (see "applicable
documentation") and the appendix of the documentation of the "Application Configura-
tion for CCU" configuration software.

Required software
tools

You need the MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio engineering software for startup. The scope
of delivery comprises the technology editor "Drive Startup for MOVI-PLC®" and the
Application Configurator.
You need the "Drive Startup for MOVI-PLC®" technology editor to set up the inverters
(motor startup) and to establish communication with the controller.

You need the Application Configurator to integrate the axes for the multi-axis applica-
tion module and to set the application module.

The following figure shows the entire procedure step-by-step.

00
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5.2 Startup procedure

Steps 3 to 5 are described in detail below.

3167114379

Step 1:
Starting up individual axes

Step 2:
Setting up the communcation with the controller 

Step 3:
Adding the multi-axis module to the axis configuration 

Drive Startup

MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio 

Application Configurator

Step 4:

Setting up the "Energy-
efficient SRS" application
module

General settings

Communication settings

Travel axis configuration

Hoist configuration

Saving the configuration

Step 5:
Saving the configuration to the SD card of the CCU 
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5.3 Integrating a multi-axis module into the axis configuration
Make sure that you always start with the multi-axis module, if you configure a combina-
tion of single and multi-axis modules.

Proceed as follows to integrate the multi-axis module into the axis configuration:

1. Start MOVITOOLS® MotionStudio and the Application Configurator as described in
the relevant manual or online help (see "applicable documentation").

2. Click the "Multi-axis" [1] symbol in the configuration interface of the Application Con-
figurator.

A window [2] opens for selecting a multi-axis module. The energy-efficient SRS is
pre-set.

3. Click [Next] to continue.

The multi-axis module "effiSRS" [1] is now shown in the axis area of the Application
Configurator.

4. Click the [Configuration] button [2].

A software wizard for setting the energy-efficient SRS appears.

5. Follow the instructions of the wizard as described in the following chapter ("Setting
the energy-efficient SRS application module").

3318825227

[1]

[2]

3318987915

[1] [3][2]
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Once you have completed the wizard, the travel and hoist axes of the energy-efficient
SRS are displayed in the axis area. The yellow warning triangle [3] changes into a
green checkmark.

6. Add more axes (e.g. auxiliary axes), if required, and repeat the previous steps.

7. Click [Next].

The "Download" interface opens.

00
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5.4 General settings
The "General settings" window offers the following functions:

9007202573739915

Area Function

[1] "Device type" group • Here, you can set the unit type:
– MOVIAXIS® (with or without MXR regeneration)
– MOVIDRIVE®

[2] "Number of axes" group • Here, you can set the number of axes:
– Synchronized hoist axis (max. 2 axes) 

[3] "Reserve process data for 
synchronous drive" check 
box

You can use this check box to reserve process data for a double drive.
• Use this function for 2 travel/hoist axes, see advanced process data profile (page 24)

[4] Footer The following buttons are available in the footer:
• Open configuration
• Cancel
• Next and back

[2]

[3]

[1]

[4]
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5.5 Communication settings
The "Communication settings" window offers the following functions:

3320948619

Section Function

[1] "Node" selection list • Defines the SBus via which the CCU is communicating:
– SBus1
– SBus2

[2] "Lifting drive axis 1" group • Enter a name and address for the hoist (axis 1) here.

[3] "Horizontal drive axis 1" 
group

• Enter a name and address for the travel unit (axis 1) here.

[2][3]

[1]
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5.6 Configuring the travel axis
5.6.1 Travel axis scaling parameters

Below you find an overview of the available scaling parameters (scaling and encoder el-
ements). 

• Simply use drag & drop to compile the elements and enter the values for your appli-
cation. 

Note that only certain combinations are reasonable , which is why you cannot select
individual elements. The application module calculates the resulting total scaling
based on your specifications.

An example below the overview is to illustrate the procedure.
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Overview The "Scaling parameters of the travel axis" window comprises the following elements:

9007202575917067

Area Function

[1] "Encoder" selection list • Select the source of the actual position (encoder interface) from the selection list:
You can choose between motor encoder and distance encoder. A distance encoder is man-
aged directly by the axis. This means you merely have to specify to which port/slot the 
encoder is connected.
– MOVIAXIS®:

Encoder 1: Motor encoder
Encoder 2: Encoder card in option slot 2
Encoder 3: Encoder card in option slot 3

– MOVIDRIVE® B:
Encoder 1: X15 motor encoder
Encoder 2: X14 External encoder
Encoder 3: X62 SSI encoder

[2] Scaling elements • Use drag & drop to position the required scaling elements in the framed section one after 
another [4].
You can select the following scaling elements:
– Gear unit
– Additional gear
– Spindle
– Drive wheel
– Toothed belt pulley
– Freely selectable user units

• Double-click the corresponding scaling element to parameterize it.

[3] Encoder components • Use drag & drop to position the required encoder elements in the framed section one after 
another [4].
You can select the following encoder elements:
– Linear encoder
– Encoder gear unit
– Measuring wheel
– Rotary encoder

• Double-click the corresponding encoder component to parameterize it. 
The most popular linear encoders are listed with the resolution in a selection list, 
whereas you will have to enter the resolution manually for rotary encoders. Observe the 
conventions in the following table "Entering the resolution of rotary encoders"

[2]

[1]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[3]
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Entering the resolution of rotary encoders
• For rotary encoders observe the following convention for entering the resolution:

[4] Distance Area for positioning the scaling elements and encoder components (drag & drop)
Note: A motor revolution is mapped on 65536 increments regardless of the physical encoder 
resolution.

[5] Scaling distance • This is where you enter the numerator and denominator values if you want to enter the scal-
ing parameters for distance and encoder manually.

[6] "Time base" selection list Velocity, acceleration/deceleration and the jerk are interpreted as first, second and third time 
derivation of the position 
• Select the unit for the time base of these three quantities from the selection list

The following units are available:
– Seconds [s]
– Minutes [min] 

Area Function

Unit Interface Entering the resolution Sample encoder type
MOVIAXIS® all Direct input of the single-turn 

encoder resolution
AV1Y (Heidenhain ROQ424), 
512 Inc / revolution

MOVIDRIVE® X62 an DIP11B or DEH21B Entering the resolution of the 
absolute value part.

T&R CE65M, 
4096 Inc / revolution

X14 on DEU21B Direct input of the single-turn 
encoder resolution

AV1Y (Heidenhain ROQ424), 
512 Inc / revolution

X14 on DEH41B Entering 4-times the single-
turn encoder resolution

AV1Y (Heidenhain ROQ424), 
2048 Inc / revolution
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Example: Entering 
scaling parameters

The following example illustrates how to compile and parameterize scaling elements
and encoder components.

The example is based on the following conditions:

Proceed as follows to select the scaling parameters and to enter the values:

1. Select the source of the actual position (encoder interface) [1] from the selection list:

2. Use drag and drop to move the scaling object "gear unit" to the "distance" section [2].

3. Double-click "gear unit" to enter the value (13.52) for the gear unit ratio (i). Use nu-
merator and denominator [1]:

Note: If you have several gear unit stages, you can enter the respective ratio in the
expanded view [3].

4. Click on OK [2] to confirm your entries.

Scaling parameters Input value
Gear ratio (i) 13.52
Carrying wheel diameter 350 mm
Linear distance encoder Type: DME5000-0,1 

Resolution: 10 increments per mm

6302923531

6301950987

6301959563

[1]

[1]

[2]

[1]

[2]

[3]
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5. Add the scaling element "carrying wheel diameter" (also via drag and drop).

6. Double-click "carrying wheel diameter" to enter the value (350) [2] as well as the unit
(mm) [1]:

7. Click on OK [3] to confirm your entries.

8. Add the encoder component "linear encoder" (also via drag and drop).

9. Double-click "linear encoder" and mark the type of encoder (DME5000-0, 1) [3].

Click on [apply] [2] to enter the value of the encoder resolution (10 increments) in the
text field [1].

6301994123

6302413067

[2]

[1]

[3]

[1]

[3]

[4]

[2]
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10.Click on OK [4] to confirm your entries.

The result of your selection is illustrated below: 

11.Now select the time basis for the velocity and acceleration:

• Minute [min]

• Second [s]

6302422795
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5.6.2 Travel axis reference travel parameters

The "Travel axis reference travel parameters" window offers the following functions:

9007202575923979

Parameter Function

Automatic referencing to 
external encoder

External distance encoders (e.g. laser encoder) provide an absolute position. 
This position can automatically be interpreted as the current actual position. In this case, reference 
travel is not necessary.

Accept unreferenced axis This function allows you to operate an axis without prior reference travel.
This may be necessary if an absolute encoder that does not provide a position in user units (e.g.: mm) 
is used as distance encoder. However, the encoder value shall be used as absolute distance informa-
tion anyway.

Reference travel type The reference travel type defines how the reference travel is performed. There are different reference 
travel types available depending on the unit that is used.  For detailed information, refer to the docu-
mentation of the respective unit.

Reference to zero pulse • Yes: active
• No: inactive

Reference offset Based on the reference point that was determined during reference travel, you can now move the 
machine zero using the reference offset function. 
The new machine zero is calculated based on the following formula.
Machine zero = reference position - reference offset
The reference offset is given in user-defined units.

Search velocity (reference 
velocity. 1)

If a reference cam is used for reference travel, the drive moves towards the reference cam with the 
search velocity and away from the reference cam with the clear velocity.
The velocities are given in user-defined units.Clear velocity (reference 

velocity 2)
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5.6.3 Travel axis limits

The "Travel axis limits" window offers the following functions:

The following pages contain detailed information about your setting options.

9007202576186507

Area Function

Limit values of the applica-
tion

• Here, you can set the following limits for the dynamic properties:
– Max. acceleration
– Max. velocity
– Max. deceleration

• You can set the following limit values in addition:
– Deceleration enable/stop
– Deceleration enable/rapid stop
– Maximum jerk
– Minimum positioning velocity (energy-saving function)

Lag error window • This is where you set the lag error window of the axis
The setting can be entered based on motor encoder increments as well as in user units.

00
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Dynamic limit val-
ues

You can set the following limit values separately for jog mode and positioning mode.
They limit the dynamics parameters that are sent via fieldbus.

• Max. acceleration
• Max. velocity
• Max. deceleration

Additional limit val-
ues

The following limit values are available in addition:

• Deceleration enable/stop
Observe the following note on activating the decelerations

• Deceleration enable/rapid stop
Observe the following note on activating the decelerations

• Maximum jerk
Jerk limitation protects the mechanical components and achieves smoother acceler-
ation and deceleration behavior. Jerk limitation is active in all operating modes.

It is entered in user-defined units as temporal change of the acceleration.

• Minimum positioning velocity (energy-saving function)
The energy-saving function changes the dynamic parameters of the axes based on
energy optimization criteria. This can reduce the velocity of an axis.

This parameter defines the lowest (minimum) value for the velocity. This limit can be
useful, for example, to ensure sufficient cooling for asynchronous motors. 

Activating deceler-
ation

Deceleration is activated when the control word in bit 1/bit 2 goes to a defined state.

– Enable / rapid stop
Control word: Bit 1 = "FALSE"

– Enable/stop
Control word: Bit 2 = "FALSE"

INFORMATION
• Make sure that values (≠ 0) are assigned to all limit parameters.
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5.6.4 Travel axis monitoring

The "Travel axis monitoring" window offers the following functions:

The following pages contain detailed information about your setting options.

9007202576194571

Area Function

Position monitoring • Here, you can set the two windows for position monitoring and the delay time until "in position" is 
signaled.

Limit switches • Set the following parameters:
– Software limit switches 

• Positive position
• Negative position

– Hardware limit switch available
– Enable setpoint position monitoring

If the target position is enabled, the system checks whether the target position of the current 
travel command is beyond the software limit switches.  In this case the travel command is not 
executed and an error is generated. 
Note that the software limit switches must be parameterized in order to use the function.

"Motor at standstill" signal • Set the following parameters:
– Velocity threshold "motor at standstill"
– Filter time "motor at standstill"

"External encoder monitor-
ing"

• Here, you can set the monitoring function for external encoders. 
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Position monitoring The following figure illustrates the meaning of the parameters:

The "in position" monitor uses two windows to activate and deactivate the "in position"
signal:

If the actual position is in the inner window (position window [4]) when the monitoring
function is active, this "in position" signal is activated. The signal is only revoked when
the drive leaves the outer window (hysteresis window [1]). 

If the drive enters the inner position window again with the same target position, the sig-
nal is activated again. Thanks to the hysteresis, a relatively small window can be used
to activate the "in position" signal even when the drive overshoots the actual position.
The delay time prevents bouncing of the "in position" signal.

The "in position" signal is reset immediately with a positive edge of the start signal.

3333940747

[1] Hysteresis window
[2] Deceleration time
[3] Target position
[4] Position window

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

In-position

[1]
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Limit switches Hardware limit switches
• "Activate": 

Activates monitoring of the positive and negative limits using hardware limit switches. 

The terminal assignment is as follows:

– DIØ4: Hardware limit switch CW

– DIØ5: Hardware limit switch CCW

• "Deactivate": 

Deactivates the monitoring function. 

Terminals DIØ4 and DIØ5 are programmed to "No function". The assignment of the
digital inputs is not changed. They can be adapted in the parameter tree of the af-
fected unit.

When using the hardware limit switches, they have to be designed as NC contacts for
wire-break protection reasons (low = limit switch contacted). In the travel range, the
hardware limit switches are located after the software limit switches if such are used.

Response when a hardware limit switch is reached:

The axis is decelerated with the value that is set for "enable/rapid stop". The inverter is-
sues the error "Hardware limit switch reached" (F29). After an error reset, the drive
moves clear of the hardware limit switch with the clear velocity (reference velocity 2) and
the error is deleted. For clearing the switches, the drive is accelerated and decelerated
with the values for "enable/rapid stop".

Software limit switches
A value (≠0) in the respective field activates monitoring of the positive and/or negative
limits using software limit switches. The permitted travel range is defined by the positive
and negative limits. In the travel range, the software limit switches are located before
the hardware limit switches, if such are used.

Response when a software limit switch is reached:

When the drive moves past a software limit switch in "jog" or "positioning" mode, the axis
stops with the deceleration value set in "enable/rapid stop". The application error mes-
sage "CW software limit switch reached" (F32) or "CCW software limit switch reached"
(F33) is issued. To clear the software limit switch and delete the error, you have to reset
the error and initiate axis movement in the direction of the permitted travel range. The
velocity, acceleration, and deceleration values of the selected operating mode apply.

"Motor at standstill" signal

You can use the following parameters to set the "motor at standstill" signal:

Velocity threshold "motor at standstill"
The velocity threshold defines the velocity value below which the motor is considered to
be at standstill.

Filter time "motor at standstill"
The filter time is a debouncing time. The "motor at standstill" signal is issued once the
velocity has been below the limit for the duration of the filter time.  In turn, the velocity
must have been be above the limit for the duration of the filter time before the bit is reset.

INFORMATION
Note that the software limit switches must be parameterized in order to use the set-
point position monitoring.
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External encoder
monitoring

This function is an advanced lag error monitoring function. If the motor is running but the
external encoder signals no position change, the function triggers an error.

This can happen if the load handling device gets stuck between the shelves and the rope
is unwound from the drum (slack rope detection to prevent this).

The monitoring function is active when reaching the velocity set in the parameter "Ve-
locity threshold motor at standstill". The filter time prevents the activation of the monitor-
ing function in case of short control interventions.

If the set velocity threshold is exceeded, a set position change (∆s) must be carried out
for each set monitoring period (∆t), otherwise, an error is triggered.
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5.6.5 Special functions for the travel axis

The "Special functions for the travel axis" window offers the following functions:

The following pages contain detailed information about your setting options.

3321500427

Section Function

[1] "Optimized brake control" 
group

• Here, you can activate the "optimized brake control" function and enter values for the fol-
lowing times:

– Brake release time
– Brake application delay 

[2] "Velocity cam" group • Here, you can set the velocity cams for positive and negative direction of travel.
(2 max. for each direction) 

[1]

[2]
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Optimized brake
control [1]

The main purpose of this function is the protection of asynchronous motors. Since they
are not sufficiently cooled at standstill, it makes sense to apply the brake when the motor
is not running.

The function is only available in the operating mode "energy-optimized positioning".

If you activate the function, you must enter values for the following times:

• Brake release time
This defines how long the brake has already been released before the drive starts
moving.

• Brake application delay 
Time during which the brake is still released before the target position is reached.
This allows for a possible settling in the target position window. 

Velocity cam [2] Storage and retrieval systems often reduce the velocity at the end of the aisle, because
that is where a monitoring function is implemented or a buffer is reached during normal
operation.

You can define a maximum of 2 velocity cams at the end of each aisle. Each cam spec-
ifies a position and maximum velocity that must be adhered to in this position. The travel
profile is automatically adapted to the limits.

The velocity cam is only active when the drive moves towards the cam. When the drive
moves away from the velocity cam, the values specified via bus are used for travel.

The positions and velocities are specified in user-defined units.

Note the following limitations for this function:

• The function is only available in the following operating modes:

– Energy-optimized positioning

– Positioning of axis group with velocity cam

• The function is only available for the travel axis. 
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5.6.6 Completing the configuration

The following functions are available for completing the configuration:

3458007563

Section Function

[Save configuration] button With this function, you can save frequently used axis configurations in a 
configuration file (*.XML). This allows you to use these values again for 
later startup procedures with the same axis configuration.
Proceed as follows:
• Click [Save configuration]. 

A window opens with the folder structure of your computer.
• Search for the corresponding storage location in the folder structure. 
• Enter a random name for the Configuration. 
• Click [Save] to exit the dialog.

[Record configuration] but-
ton

• With this function, you can generate a PDF file with the axis configura-
tion report. 

"Author" input field • If you enter a name in the "Author" input field, it will be listed in the 
report.

[Finish] button • Click [Finish] to exit the wizard. 
The configuration is now completed, and the configuration screen of 
the Application Configurator is displayed again.
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5.7 Configuring the hoist
Proceed as follows to configure the hoist axis/axes:

1. Perform the following steps (see chapter "Configuring the travel axis"):

• Scaling parameters of the hoist axis

• Reference parameters of the hoist axis

• Hoist axis limits

• Hoist axis monitoring

• Special functions for the hoist axis

5.8 Saving the configuration on the SD card of the CCU

You can use the Application Configurator to save the axis configuration of the energy-
efficient SRS on the SD card of the CCU. For detailed information, refer to the documen-
tation of the Application Configurator.

Proceed as follows to save the configuration:

1. Configure the axis.

2. Open the "Download" section.

3. Click the [Download] button to save the configuration on the SD card of the CCU.

4. The CCU has to be restarted to process the new configuration data after the down-
load. This is why there is a query before the configuration is stored. 

5. The start page is displayed if the download and the CCU restart have been success-
ful.

CAUTION
Download while the plant is running.

Injury and damage to property.
• Set the plant to a safe state.
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6 Operation and Diagnostics
The functions for operation and diagnostics of the application module are integrated in
the "Application Configurator" software, from where they are called.

This is why you find detailed information about the procedure in the documentation
(manual or online help) of the Application Configurator.

6.1 Module diagnostics
The Application Configurator offers a module diagnostics function for many application
modules. In this way you obtain specific diagnostic information about the process data
interface, operating states and errors of the respective module. 

You start module diagnostics from the diagnostic interface by clicking [Details] for the
required axis.
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